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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem

An important Air Force objective is to develop technology to allow the utilization
of aviation fuels with a broader range of properties including lower hydrogen
content and higher aromaticity. Such fuels vii1 be increasingly important as the
sources shift to heavier petroleum, oil shale, tar sands and coal derived fuels.
The combustion of such fuels adds substantial complexities to fuel volatilization
and pyrolyais, and increases the potential for higher radiative emission from soot,
reducing the useful life of turbine combustors (1,1). Also, the smoke emitted from
an engine, resulting from unburned soot, is both a pollutant and a problem due to
increased visibility for detecting and targeting of, military aircraft.

Current research suggests that the sooting potential of an aircraft fuel increases
with decrease in hydrogen (1) or alternatively, increases with increasing aromatic
content (1.) The problem is, therefore, to provide fuel specification, •uel
processing strategies and combustion design concepts to reduce soot, but which still
allow utilization of readily available fuels. While many trends have been
established, there is no accepted model for soot formation. This lack of
understanding hinders our ability to provide combustor design and fuel
specifications. For example, Lefebvre (2) points out that "it is quite possible
that not all of the various types of aromatics (1-ring, 2-ring, etc) are equally
effective in producing soot and thus a better correlation of smoke emission might be
achieved by neglecting certain aromatic constituents of the fuel."

To develop the appropriate technology to utilize such fuels, it is desirable to
develop capabilities to experimentally study and theoretically model the combustion
of sprays of multi-component fuels, including fuels with higher boiling fractions
and aromatic and heteroatom components. Such models will be necessary input to the
large computer codes which calculate the characteristics of two phase reacting flows
in two and three dimensions (3-7). The current level of understanding of droplet -

and spray combustion is discussed in several reviews (8-13). •or the simplest case
of isolated, single component, volatile paraffin drops, the "d "-Law model has been
well established. For this case it is assumed that the fuel vaporizes from a
homogeneous fuel drop and diffuses to the flame zone without cracking and without
radiative absorption or emission. For higher molecular weight fuels with aromatic
components, separation of components during vaporization, pyrolysis of the fuel.
soot formation, and radiative absorption and emission by the soot become important.

1.2 The Solution
e

The objectives of this program were to develop a data base and modeling capabilities
to relate vaporization, pyrolysis, and soot formation to the properties of the fuel,
the atomizer and combustion conditions. It is soot generation aud its radiation
which appears to be the major problem. Based on the Phase I results, it appears

that the "hydrogen available for release" in pyrolysis controls soot produiction. A
* major focus of the further work will be to identify how this parameter can be
* measured, the mechanisms by which it affects soot production and methods based on

these mechanisms for controlling soot. The relation between soot production and
"available hydrogen" is discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.

The Phase I program has demonstrated that substantial progress can be made in
* developing a general fuel combustion model by employing successful experimental and

theoretical methods already developed at Advanced Fuel Research, Inc. for
, characterization of complex hydrocarbons in combustion and gasification. The
* development of the experimental and modeling techniques have been sponsored by the

-1-1
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United States Department of Energy (14,15), the National Science Foundation (16,17),
the Electric Power Research Institute (18,19), and the Gas Research Institute
(20,21). Successful application of these techniques for fuel studies was
demonstrated in Phase I.

1.3 Phase I - Technical Objective

0 Demonstrate the capabilities of a high temperature entrained flow reactor
with on-line, in-situ analysis by FT-IR to measure pyrolo,,sis species
temperature and radiation characteristics.

* Provide data on vaporization and pyrolysis of a multi-component liquid
drop stream.

* Perform characterization of the fuel by quantitative FT-IR, FIMS and
programed pyrolysis/FT-IR.

0 Correlate volatile amounts and rates with fuel characteristics.

* Select appropriate models for various elements of fuel volatilization.

0 Answer questions on amount of distillation in vaporization, pyrolysis of
volatiles, loot formation and coking.

1.4 Summary of Phase I Accomplishments

0 . Excellent results obtained using FT-IR emission and transmission for
* on-line monitoring of soot and gas concentrations and temperatures. (See
* Section 2.1).

*a Quantitative data obtained for vaporization, pyrolysis, and soot formation
* for JP-4, JP-7, dodecane and ERBS at temperatures up to 1573K. (See
* Section 2.1).

* a Good correlation obtained between radiative emission intensity and weight
• of soot collected. (See Sec. 2.1).

0 Observation of substantially different soot production for three • .
* multi-compotient and four pure hydrocarbon fuels. The variation correlates
* with aromatic content but not with hydrogen cottent (JP-4 which has a
* higher hydrogen content than JP-7 produced sul.itantially more soot). (See
a Section 2.1).
*

0 Good correlation of soot radiative emission intensity under pyrolysis
a conditions with smoke point and moot produced in a jet engine at
* take-off conditions (see Sec. 3).
*

* a Possible identification of a controlling factor in soot formation
- ("hydrogen released during pyrolysis") which provides a better correlaLion
* with sooting behavior than total hydrogen or aromaticity. (See Section 3
* for discussion of results).
*

0 a Observation of the effect of oxygen in increasing soot at low
* concentrations and decreasing soot at high concentrations. (This effect
* is discussed in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 3).

"*Ub. or diseleavre of tib plrlopsl "to en liem specificailI Idehltlil by asterlis () We
@object to tib restrictiel On the cover pus W3 his popeoel."
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* * Demonstration of FT-IR and FIMS for quantitative characterization of fuel
* including factors controlling soot production. (See Section 2.2).

a * Observation of fuel composition changes in vaporization and pyrolysis by
* FT-IR. The changes fall between the results expected for distillation and
a for complete mixing. (See Section 2.3).
a

S* Development of gas phase cracking model for fuel components. (See Section
* 2.4).

* e Demonstration of temperature prograsmed/FIMS for fuel characterization.
K (See Section 2.2).

.

L
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2. PHASE I RESULTS

2.1. Measurements of Vaporization, Pyrolysis, Combustion and Radiative
Emission Behavior of a Fuel Droplet Stream in the Entrained Flow
Reactor. (Phase I - Task I)

The objective of Phase 1, Task I, was to elucidate the coupled vaporization,
pyrolysis and soot production behavior of a series of increasingly complicated fuels
in an entrained flow reactor with on-line, in-situ FT-IR spectroscopy. The fuel
series consisted of: i) a single component paraffin (dodecane); ii) a
multi-component aviation fuel with low aromaticity (JP-7); iLL) a jet fuel with
higher aromaticity (JP-4); and iv) a heavy multi-component fuel (EIBS).

Experimental

The entrained flow reactor is shown in Fig. 1. It employs a Nicolet 7199 FT-I• for
in-situ analysis of gas species and gas temperature and quantitative analysis of the
gas composition after cooling. To operate the reactor, a gas stream of
predetermined composition is heated during transit through the heat exchanger
(maintained at furnace temperature), The gas stream then turns through the U-tube
and enters a 5 am diametertest section, maintained at the furnace temperature. Fuel
was introduced into the test section at variable positions through a movable water
cooled injector. The fuel was injected as a droplet stream by passing the liquid
through a section of 100 micron ID hypodermic tubing and mechanically vibrating the
feed tube assembly at the natural drop formation frequency. After a variable
residence time, the reacting stream passes optical access ports and, imediately
downstream, is quenched in a water cooled collector. There are five optical access
ports, of which two are presently employed for the FT-IR beam. The other three
ports are available for additional diagnostics.

After quenching, the product stream is passed through a cyclone to separate out
particulates larger than 4 microns, The remaining stream of gas, condensed oil mist
and soot is collected in a bag. A gas sample is drawn from the bag for analysis by
FT-IR spectroscopy. Solids are collected on the bag walls and in a filter when the
bag is pumped out. The bag can be used to study the settling time of the suspended
solids as a means of determining particle size distributions.

Figure 2 compares the spectra from the In-situ analysis and room temperature gas
cell analysis for the furnace at 1100C. In transmission measurements, radiation
from a globar source passes through the interferometer before traversing the reactor
to the detector. In passage through the interferometer the radiation gets amplitude
modulated as a function of wavelength, and it is only modulated radiation that is
detected. In this way the transmission experiment measures the extinction,
independent of emission from the furnace. Easily seen in the hot spectrum are CO,
CO , H 0 CH , and heavy paraffins. The lower noise of the room temperature

Jp1ctrn permits the measurement of additional species including C H2 , C2Ht, C2 H6 ,
C3 HA CN, 3 n3, COS, CS2 , 802, and heavy olefins. This spectrum Is used or
quantitative analysis. A typical gas analysis together with the yield of solids
and liquids is presented in Table 1.

The relative intensities of the hot CO absorption lines can be used for measuring
gas temperature (22). Figure 3 compares the in-situ CO spectra at measured furnace
temperatures of 2CrC and 950*C; the calculated temperatures from line intensities
are 30C and 1050C.

The FT-IR can be operated to measure emission (35). Radiation from emission within
the entrained flow reactor emerges through a KHr window, and is directed by mirrors

-4-
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TABLE I

QuanLitative Analysis of Pyrolysis Products

PYROLYSIS SUMMIARY REPOR't - FAFRUP 19

RUN CONDITIONS

5666 pg. NO COAL

13#1 Degrees C.

754.500 mm. Final Pressure for 82.8524 liters

F uel

Name t JP? - 24

PYROLYSIS PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION

Wt. Z . ...- -

Soot 44.3661
Oil I

3al 32.1791
Water 2.15846
gtlsung 21.4054

GAS CONPOSITION

Wt. % Volume X

hethane 2.75819 .28523
CO 1.22922 .07263
Hydrogen I 6
C02 7.62343E-4 2.86681E-5
Acetylene 2.92771 .18631
Ethylene 4.21738 .24922
Ethane .32221 1.77?13E-2
Propvlene 2.37912 .19372
Benzene 4.29968 .69119
Paraffins 4.59319 .0914?
Oeftins 9.14044 .18014
HCN .25326 1.5520BE-2
Ammonia 1.43669E-3 1.39835E-4
COS -5.15781E-4 -1.42237E-5
CS2 4.77412E-2 1.13939E-3
SU2 8.3046?E-4 2.14715E-5
Uater 2.15846 .131T9
Other 9 98.5856

Gas Total: 34.2294 1if

7-



S- onto the FT-IR spectrometer, from which tt passes to a HgCdTe detector. The overall
detection efficiency for this path j.s wavelength dependent, and must be corrected
fur. This is done by placing a "black-body" standard, a blackened stainless steel
roe of known temperature, within the reactor, and measuring its spectra. The path
correction at each wavelength is found by dividing the observed intensity, corrected
for beckground, by the theoretical "black-body" curve appropriate to the rod
temperature measured with a thermocouple.

it has been shown that the use of the outer surface of a blackened stainless steel
rod as a gray body standard can lead to systematic errors in temperature
determinations of up to 20 K (36). This deficiency in the present measurements will
be rorrected in future studies by the use of a cavity emitter.

Measurements of soot emission have been made previously by Verviech and Coppalle
(27) and by Buckius and Tien (38) in oxidizing atmospheres. The advantage of the
present method is speed, (a spectrum can be obtained in less than 1 sec) and both
spectral and spatial resolution. A single spectrum of lower resolution presented by
Vervisch and Coppalle required three hours to obtain (37).

Pyrolysis Results

Figure 4a shows a series of emission spectra taken from pyrolysts of JP-4 fuel in
the reactor at 1300C. The spectra were accumulated over a se:ies of reaction
distances from 6 to 66 cm, all in under 6 minutes. The gas velocity is 1 meter/sec
giving a maximum residence time of 660 mucs. At short reaction distances there is
evidence cpi the paraffinic fuel. As the distances increase, the paraffins crack to
form olefins and the olefins crack to form acetylene until at 36 cm there appears a
broad emission due to soot.

Figure 4b shows the corresponding transmission spectra. The absorption of radiation
by soot results in the sloping spectra for 46 and 66 ca. Figure 5 shows data for
1100C for the same fuel. The data show cracking of paraffins to methane, olefins
and acetylene, but no soot formation. At 8008C (Fig. 6) th'ere ii little cracking
at all.

quantitative product distributions obtained from collection of solids and liquids
and analysis of the gas in a room temperature cell are compared for JP-7 and JP-4
fuels at 13000c in Figs. 7 and 8. The general trend validates the observation from
the emission spectra. First vaporization of the fuel, followed by cracking to light
paraffins, olefins, and benzene, and further cracking to methane -nd acetylene
accompanied by soot formation. The trends are similar for the two fuels except that
JP-4 produces more methane than JP-7. Both fuels show substantial benzene
production.

Data for JP4 at 1100 and 800C are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. At 1lOOC (Fig. 9)
the cracking pattern is similar to that at 13006C but occurs at longer residence
times. Also, the drop off in the concentration at longer residence times seen for
1300C occurs later and is not as severe for 11O00C. This drop off coincides with
soot production and as can be seen from the emission in Figs. 5 and 6, soot
production at 800C and llO0C is minimal. The 1iOOC case also show substantial
benzene. At 800% (Fig. 10), little cracking occurs. The fact that no benzene is
observed at 800%C indicates that the 6-8% benzene observed at 110O and 1300 0 C is a
pyrolysis product.

Soot Formation in Pyrolysis

Tests using variable drop feed vibration frequencies showed that with our apparatus
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soot formation was not sensitive to details of drop formation, but it was found that

there were some variations in the emission spectra which were related to the

position and angle of the injector with respect to the reaction tube center-line.

To make a meaningful comparison of the 4 fuels, measurements were made without
moving the injector. The results are shown in Fig. 11. Results for 3 pure

*hydrocarbons are shown in Fig. 12 f or comparison. The emission intensity appears toS be a good measure of soot density as shown in Fig. 13 where the intensity is plotted

*as a function of soot collected. The emispion intensity correlates roughly with the

aromatic content of the fuels. The emission does not correlate well with hydrogen

content. IRBS and JP-7 both have a lower hydrogen content than JP-4 but one is

higher and one lower in soot emission. The relation between soot formation in

pyrolysis and in combustion In discussed in See. 3.

Soot Characteristics

A distinguishing feature of the soot spectra is their non black-body appearance.
This shape depends an the soot temperature, size-distribution, density and optical

properties (37,39-41)

Quantitative analysis of soot spectra is discusned for the spectra shown in Fig. 14,

which are from EMBS fuel at the onset of sooting (36 cm injector height), and at a

longer residence time (66 cm). In Fig. 15 the spectra have been scaled for

comparison to each other, and to the appropriate black-body curve for the measured

tmperature. 6 -

The transmission spectra for these two cases 'has also been measured. The soot

*emission spectrum of highor intensity in Fig. 14 apparently suffers from

self-absorption effects. As shown by Stull and Plate (42), at sufficiently high

denaity-pathlength products, all soot spectra will havieSlack-body form. To extract

information about the soot particle size distribution one should use
extinction-pethlength products (kL), or emission spectra corrected for

a sef-absorption. The 66 cm soot spectrum has been corrected back to an optically

t hin sample form in Pigs 15 by multiplying by In'2(-~ where V is the measured

transmission (43). The behavior shown in the raw data persists; both soot spectra

are of non blaW-body form, but that from the shorter residence time has a cut-off

at higher wavenunber.

Other information concerning the sample has been obtained. A log-log plot of kL

versus wavelength in approximately a straight lines there is no break in the curve.

Scanning electron miceographs (SEM) have been measured of the soot generated over

the 66 cm distance (Fig.16). These soot particles, of order 200 nm, have

*agglomerated into chainL'. The particles generated at 36 cm were too small to be

distinguished in our SEll.

In trying to understand the difference between the spectral properties of soot at 36

cm and 66 cm respectively, there are two pieces of background information that must

be considered. First, in the Rayleigh limft,701diameter, the absorption is much

greater than scattering, and the extinction coefficient is indistinguishable from

the absorption coeffaicient (39,43,43). There is no explicit dependence of the

spectral shape on particle sýize in this regime (39).

Also in the Rayleigh limit, it is f~ound that log-log plots of extLnetion-pathleflgth

products versus wavelength are strai(ght lines in the region 1.5 to 10 microns (3I).

This line becomes noticeably segmented only for larger pdrLicle sizes, for diameters

greater than about 0.3 microns, where the Rasyleigh apprLoximittLoIn breaks down. An

explicit dependence of extLnetLin oil piarticle size is expectoid for these larse

particle diameters (37,41).
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For the 66 cm spectra the log-log plot is linear, and the spherical particles of the
collected soot have diameters less than 0.3 microns. It seems probable, then, that
both spectra in Figs. 14 and 15 are from samples for which the Rayleigh limit is
applicable. However, the corrected spoctra from the 36 and 66 cm injector positions
do not have the same shape. The problem posed by these data is that soot particles
of different size from the same fuel and essentially the same temperature have
different spectral shapes, a difference which cannot be ascribed to the explicit
appearance of particle dimension in the MiL formula (39). We conclude that in this
reeion of the spectrum the optical constants of the soot vary with particle size.
Whether the variation is due only to size, or is related to soot H/C ratio, cannot
be determined from these data alone. Vervisch and Coppalle note that the slope of
the log-log plot of kL versus 7% depends on the soot H/C ratios, (37) so it is
probable that the marked variation that we see in the shape of the emissivity has
this same origine.

Coupling FT-I. measurements with the microscopic examination of collected soot
should enable us to determine whether there is a reproducible correspondence between
particle sits Ad spectral shape. Such correspondence would enable the
determination of fine soot particle six* distributions from FT-IR measurements.
These measurements would also give new information about the optical constants of
soot ()

For emission from larger particles, computer programs like that being used by Lee
ILI and Tien (41) and by Vervisch and Coppalle (37) can be used to determine particle

size distributions from FT-Il measurements'

SooptTemperature Determination

For carbonaceous particles, and for wavelengths greater than the part!cle diameters,
radiation scattering is negligible compared with absorption (42,44). Neglect of
scattering is therefore a valid approximation for the wavenumieir region of Interest.

For an array of non-opaque particles, the particle temperature can be deduced from a
combination of emission and transmission measurements by the application of
Kirchoff's Laws, as used by Verviech and Coppalle (37).

SCO(T) I-exp(-k,#L) (1)

IT/0o - exp(-koL) (2)

where 40 is the emission, C p(T) the black-body emission at temperature T, ko is
the wavenumber dependent absorption coefficient, L is the path length, 0 is
wavenumber and I1 and I are the transmitted and incident iniensities in the
transmission expiriment? respectively.

For the b6 cm case for which the emission is shown in Pigs. 14 the absorbance was
also measured. It can be seen from Eq. 1 and 2 above that E# divided by (1-I/1 )
should give a black-body curve appropriate to the temperature of the soot. Te 10
result of this calculation for the 66cm case of Fig. 14 is shown in Fig. 17, where
it is overlayed with a black-body curve for a temperature of 1250K. It can be seen
that the quotient curve is of excellent black-body shape, and from this and
comparisons with other black-body curves, it can be concluded that the particle
temperature is 1250 + 15K.

In the case appropriate to Fig. 17 a suction pyrometer wes inserted into the gai
stream, yielding a temperature measurement within 10'C of that deduced above. tt is

- 20 -
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p expected that soot and gas temperatures are essentially the same for the case where
reactions are not occurring at the soot surfaces (45).

Combustion

Data for JF-4 were taken as a function of oxygen concentration for a furnace
temperature of 1300*C. Figure 18 shows the emission spectra. It can be seen that
the addition of oxygen first increases and then decreases the radiation intensity.
The intensity increases without much change in shape and the absorption increases
suggesting that there is more soot at the same temperature. The increase of sooting
with small amounts of oxygen was discussed by Glassman (2a). His explanation is
that small amounts of oxygen enhance the fuel pyrolysis rate (46) which leads to a
higher soot formation rate. The oxygen will also reduce the "available hydrogen."

L' 4

The reduction of the broad based emission above 61 oxygen occurs as the soot is
oxidized, and is accompanied by an increase in CO2 and H2 0,

The quantitative gas composites are shown in Fig. 19. Oxidation of the gas species
starts for oxygen concentrations greater than 2%, This contrasts with the
observation that 2% oxygen substantially enhanced the soot conaentration (Fig. 18).
The oxidation of the gas species is substantially complete at 8% oxygen at which
point, oxidation of the soot is beginning.

2.2 Fuel Characterization - (PhaseI - Task II)

The objective of Phase I, Task 1I was to obtain characteristics of the fuels in
terms of the functional group and molecular weight components, and the relative
volatility of these components. The four were analyzed by quantitative FT-IR, FIMS,
and programed temperature distillation/PT-IR. FT-IR and FIMS provided the most
useful information.

Four fuels of increasing complexity ware studied in this program. The fuels and
their hydrogen content, aromaticity and naphthalene content are listed in Table II.

Quantitative FT-ZR spectra were obtained using a liquid cell of known dimensions.
Compositions are obtained from FT-IR spectra using automated computer data-reduction
routines which perform baseline correction, solvent subtraction, spectral synthesis,
peak area determination, library searches and factor analysis. A quantitative
determination can be made of hydroxyl, aliphatic, hydroaromatic and aromatic
hydrogen. From these data, the aliphatic and aromatic carbon may also be
calculated. Moreover, information can be obtained on the types of ether linkages,
and the distribution of aromatic hydrogen. The techniques have been described in
several previous publications (28-30). The spectra are presented in Ffg. 20.
Important differences in the four fuels can be seen. The ERBS fuel and JP-4 have
the highest aromatic hydrogen content (peaks near 850 wavenumbers), The dodecane
has the highest aliphatic chain length (sharp peak near 720 wavenuwb-rs) and JP-4
has the higheat methyl 6roup conconcentration (1375 wavynumbers). Some of the
compositions derived by FT-IR ar&v compared to the ASTM determination in Table 11.
It should be pointed out that the ASTM method includes in the aromatic percent,
aliphatic components attached to an aromatic ring, while FT-IR determines aromatic
C-li concentrations. The latter may be a better property to correlate with soot
production.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF FT-ZR AND ASTM METHODS FOR FUEL CHARACTERIZATION

FT-IR ASTM

FUEL %Hal %Har H(calc) HT(Meas) %Aromatics %Naphthalene

Dodecane 14.8 .12 14.9 15.3 0 -)

JP-7 14.9 .16 15.1 14.4 2.5 0

JP-4 15,0 .41 15.4 14.6 15.7 0.5

ZReS 10.7 1.2 11.9 12.8 30.2 16,0

Moleculav Weight Distribution of Fuel Components by PIMS

I.Experiments to determine molecular weight distributions in fuels and hydrocarbon
pyrolysis products have been performed for AIR with a Field Ionisation Mass
Spectrometer (FIMS) at Stanford Research Institutes The technique was described by
St, John et &I. (47). PIMB is unique in its ability to produce unfragmented
molecular ions from almost all classes of compounds.

Figure 21 compares the batch inlet VIMS spectra of JP-4, JP-7 and RBSe. Compared to
the JP-41 the JP-7 spectra appears to have substantial quantities of alkanes,
alkenes and dienes with few phenyl compounds* This is In agreement with the low
aromatic content measured by ASTM or FT-IR. The EURS fuel has substantial
quantities of phanyl compounds and naphthalenes in agreement with its high
aromaticity. The JP-4 spectrum was obtained using the batch inlet at 500'C, The
low molecular weight (150-250) alkanes and alkenes appear to result from cracking,
suggesting that the batch inlet temperature was too high. Subsequent runs on ERBS
and JP-7 were made at lower temperatures,

Distillation/FT-IR

A new technique was tried for fuel characteriuations The fuel was heated at
approximately 30*C/min inside an YT-IR cell swept with nitrogen, as FT-IR spectra
were recorded. The spectra obtained during heatLng from 0 to 700"C are shown in
Fig. 22, Specific regions of the spectra which are related to different functional
groups may be integrated and plotted as a function of time. Results for a
dodocane/phenanthrene mixture are shown in Fig. 23. The spectra show the evolution
of the more volatile dodecane at earlier (low temperaure) than the phenanthrene.

2.3 Droplet Generation end Vaporization

Generation

The study of the droplet generation and vaporisation was originally planned to be
performed in the entrained flow reactor as part of Phase I-Task Is The optical
access was not good for photography and the temperatures used for the pyrolysis and
soot studies were too high to study vaporization. A duplicate of the droplet
injector assembly used in the entrained flow reactor was, therefore, installed in an
apparatus (Fig. 24) which allows the droplets to pass thtough an electrically heated
tube. The injection point and length of the heated section can be varied to obtain
different residence times. A microscope focused at the tube exit allows photography

26-
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* of the droplet stream at vari,-us staies of pyrolysis. The liquids are collected,
weighed, and analyzed by FT-IR. Gas is also collected for analysis.

The evoluticn of a drop stream is illustrated in Fig. 25. Figure 25a shows the
stream emerging from the hypodermic tube (250 micron OD). After a short distance,
the stream *tarts to break up (Fig. 25b) due to the Rayleigh iusrtability. Droplets
form, but are not spherical (Fig, 25c and d) due to shape oscillation. The shapep finally settles down and a regular stream of spheres of about 200 micron diameter is
observed (Bottom of Fig. 25d), The drops are shown in higher magnification in
Fig* 26 where the affect of drop collisions can be seen (Fig. 26d),

* Mass Loss

Figure 27 shows the droplets appearing after 20 and 50 am, within the tube* The
droplets at 20 cm are larger than in Fig, 25. Investigations indicated that droplet
collisions were taking place at longer distances, leading to larger droplets, The
droplets at 50 cm (Fig. 27c) are clearly smaller than those at 20 cm (Fig 27a and
b).

The droplets were quantitatively collected at the tube exit to determine the amount
vaporized. The results are presented in Pig. 28s Assuming that the nulber of drops
is constant, the volume collected to the 2/3 poyer should follow the "d "laws The
result. are in reasonable agreement with the "d "law.

Fuel Component Separation *

The composition of the collected liquid was analysed by FT-ZR to determine whether
separation of the fuel components occurs during vaporimation. Figure 29 compares

* the Initial fuel with the collected fuel after 51 mosec (69X volume loss). The major
* change is in the chain length indicator near 720 wavenumbers. The shorter

components appear to be leaving first. Figure 30 shows a similar comparison for the
ERBS fuel. Here the aromatic components increase as vaporization occurs.

To get a quantitative measure of the separation, a blend of dodecane and benzene
(50/50 by volume) was analysed In a manner similar to the above. The FT-IR spectra
were used to determine the composition as a function of reaction time. As
vaporization proceeds, the aliphatic components increase relative to bensene. The

* calculated percentages are shown in Fig. 31a as a function of extent of
vaporization. Data from Hanson at &I (48) are presented for comparison. It was
expected that the results would look like those for pyridine as the boiling point of
benzene is similar* Instead they are closer to the quinoline data. The lower than

* expected evolution of benzene suggests that there is not much mixing within the
drop. This investigation will have to be carried further to study the seffects of
relative velocity.

2.4. Application of Vaporisation and Pyrolvsis Model in Conjunction
with Literature Models to Simulate the Experimental Results
(Mass I - Task 111)

The objective of Phase I, Task III was to test the predictions of various models for
droplet heating, vaporization, pyrolysis, and transport against the data. Progress
was made in two areas. A program to calculate the vaporization from droplets in
APR's two reactors was implement'td on a PDP 1.1/23 computer. The program will allow
testing and improvements of the assumptions used in the hoat transfer calculations

IL and the addition of component separation. A cracking model has been developed and
programmied to describe the pyrolysis of large paraffin.. Sufficlent data were not
collected on component soepration in vaporization to test criticAlly the predictions

-31-



Fiaurs 25 Photomicrogrophs of Fuel Stream Emerging from Hypodermic Tubv
Breakup into Droplets. The Tube OD is 250 Microns. The average Droplet
is about 200 Microns.
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Figurea '27 Druoplts after Passage Through lHeated Tube at 8000c.
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of the droplet circulation model (49,50) and the distillation model (11).

Droplet Heating and Vaporization

The vaporization of the fuel droplets was modeled using the methods of Reference
(51)m This model considers the energy balance to a droplet which is stationary

rtstive to on ambient gas stream, The heat into the droplet is by radiation £ om
the furnace walls, and by conduction through a layer of fuel vapor and ambient has
surrounding the droplet. The absorption of thermal radiation is negligible for the
conditions of the experiment since the absorptivity as measured by FT-IR (Fig. 32e)
is essentially zero except in a few wavelength region@. Thus, the energy transport
is dominated by the conductivity of the gas surrounding the droplet.

In Figure 32 are the results of our modelipg calculations, showing the manner in
which velocity, temperature and (diameter) vary with time for 200 micron dodecane
droplets injected into a 800 K furnace at an initial relative velocity of 200
cm/sec. The droplet velocity (Fig. 32f) is determined by the force balance between
Stoke's Law and the force due to acceleration.

On the left of Fig. 32 can be seen the most significant 'eatures of the model. The
initial portion of the process is simply heating the droplet up to its boiling point
(Fig, 32c), followed by an almost isothermal vaporization of the droplet(Fig. 32d). This vaporization stage is an equilibrium between heat transported into
the droplet to vaporize It, and as&@ transport out from the partial*, Much of the .heat conducted Into the particle is used to heat up the outgoing fuel vapor. 6-"

On the Figs. 32f,gh one can discern the warm-up period, followed by evaporation at
the boiling point,

The most serious limitations of the model that we used were as follows: a) the
droplet was assumed to be isothermal at all times and b) transport and thermal
properties for the "film" were evaluated at the "mid" film temperature and
composition, respectively, A better correlation with experiment has been obtained
using temperatures and compositions evaluated closer to the droplet (52). We will
use this scheme in future calculations.

For the low Reynolds number situations corresponding to our observationi, the model
gives the value of K (Fig. 32d), the "burning rate" constant for the "d law, as

K- 8k/PLCp ln(1 + c AT/LQ

the well-known rate for stagnant conditions (8,10,1L) where k is the "film" thermal
conductivity, c the specific heat of the "film Tr9p, the liquid density, and AT the
"driving" temperature difference across the film. L

The theory for pure components was compared to the data of Fig. 28b for vaporization
of a dodecane/benzene mixture. Line A is the prediction for dodecane in helium.
The high thermal conductivity of helium results in too high a heat transfer rate.
When the thermal properties of dodecane were used for the "film" surrounding the
drop, the heat transfer rate is more reasonable. For benzene in nitrogen the heat
transfer rate is too low. The theory appears to give reasonable predictions.
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Gas Phase Cracking

A kinetic model has been developed using some of the free radical reactions known to

be important in hydrocarbon cracking theories, Specifically, free radical
initiation (Eq. 1), recombination (Eq. 5), radical decomposition (Eqs. 30), and H .
transfer reactions (Eq. 2) have been included.

Initiotion
kG G:I 9C'3 --u:.m...-..0 1 + *CH 1

Hydrogen Transfer: (2)
2 'J (2) ....

R + G C R.

"DecOf:POSitOnf.
Q~()

R - 3( R + (3 -
,*1I a~ 01.-a)..:

k4 (j)(4" k~ Q)

Rt 0 + Ri'j (4)

Termination:

R + R i G t+j (5)
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The model can treat mixtures of straight chain olefine and paraffin@ with up to 20
carbons. To reduce computational times, the hydrocarbons with lengths greater than
three carbons were assumed to rapidly exchange hydrogens. Thus, radical and
hydrocarbon populations were always assumed to be in equilibrium and only total
heavy radicals needed to be calculated (this approximation is not accurate for many
circumstances and will be Improved. The remaining equations for radical populations
were solved algebraically after making the steady state approximation. That is, for
each iteration, the gas populations were held fixed and the equilibrium radical
populations were calculated. This technique allows rapid calculations for a sat of
differential equations with widely varying ratese. To reduce the number of
parameters appesaring in the model, only single initiation and recombination rate
constants were used, and it was assumed that radical decomposition rates for the
large hydrocarbons depended only on chain position, not on chain lengths. Rate
constants were taken unchanged from papers by Doolan and Mackie (53) and by Allara
and Shaw (54), The frequency factors for the Initiation and recombination rates
were then djusted to Sive decompositions on the right time scales, The model can
be solved in approximately 5 minutes on a ?D? 11/23 laboratory computer.

A typical calculation Is shown in FPI. 33 for octane decomposition. At short
reaction times (FPI. 33a) most of the octane remains uncracked. As time progresses,
cracking occurs, resulting in the formation of hydrogen, ethylense methane and
larger products, By 700 milliseconds (Fig. 33f) the octane is almost completely
cracked. Methane, ethylene and hydrogen are the dominant products. The results are
presented as a function of reaction distance in Vig. 9 for comparison with the
entrained flow research data, There is reasonable agreement for both the amount and
shape of the predictions. The methane is underpredicted, but as discussed earlier,
the JP-4 fuel produces about twice as much methane as a typical paraffin suggesting
additional methane sources.
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3. DISCUSSION

Soot Formation

A major objective of this work ts to understand the interaction between pyrolysis,
combustion and soot formation. In attempting to relate sooting potential to the
characteristics of the fuel, Glassman has argued that there are a number of
complications caused by studying soot production under combustion conditions
(25-27), In this came the level of soot in a balance between soot formation (in
fuel rich regions where pyrolysis occurs) and soot destruction by oxidation. It is
clear that the competing processes which control soot production in flames provide
substantial complications which have limited progress in understanding the
mechanisms of soot formation and its relation to fuel properties. To solve the

roblem.th, ex eriments in Task I will be erformed under conditions which allow
indepndent control of the important variables alecting soot formation

ptameraturea residonce times fuel uoncentration. fuel tye. Lon concentration and
oxygen concentration) and which eliminate the comp.ication Of fuel vaporiatio'n.

fuel mixina, and destruct, ionf soot by oxidation.

The study of moot formation in pyrolysis may simplify the problem, but is it
relevant to combustion? Results from Phase I suggsst that this is so, Figure 34
comparsa iha soot emission intensities from Pigs. 11 and 12 to the measured smoke
point for several fuels (55)o There is an excellent correlation between the
parameters measured in pyrolysis and in combustLon. Another good correlation was
made in Fig, 35 with the soot emission from four liquid fuels in pyrolysis and soot
measured for fuels of comparable aromaticity in a jet engine under take-off
conditions (2).

* The study of soot produced in pyrolysis has provided some important observations in
* Phase I relating to the influenve of hydrogen in suppressing coot formation. In
* obtaining the emission data for ethane and acetylene (Figs 12) it was found that the
* pyrolysis gas composition for ethane (Fig. 36b) contained much more acetylene than
* the pyrolysis gas of acetylene itself (igs. 36a). This was so, even though the
* ethane produces about 1/7 the amount of soot produced by the acetylene. A possible
* explanation Uas that the more hydrogen-rich ethane provided certain pyrolysis
* products which inhibited soot formation. To test this hypothesis, the soot emission
* from bensene yam measured with and without ethane addition. The results in Fig. 37
* how that the ethane addition reduced soot, even though the carbon density in the
* reactor increased.
a

a A candidate pyrolysis product which may inhibit soot formation is hydrogen, Wang it
a Kl (56) found that soot from acetylene was reduced in the presence of hydrogen. To
e t lSt-is, hydrogen was added to the benzene. The emissioni spectra of Fig. 38 shows

a the reduction of soot emission with hydrogen addition@

a Based on these results, the suggestion is made that the hydrogen released by a tuel
a in pyrolysis may be an important factor in soot production. This concept is in

accord with the correlations which have been made with regard to soot yields versus
,romatioit and hydrogen. The more aromatic a fuel. the less hydrogen it can relosfoy g ssl us, Ih S and benzene are hi-h sooting fuels. In gineral, the more"=-

aotothr uwhtaotJ-asaromatic ca fuelr the lower its total h dr ozen, so low hydrogen and high oromaticiry.a o tozotho'r- 1-t -1-1t about JP-4 whic~h has 15Z aromati ca but a hydroien value•..

greater than JP-7 with 2.51 aromatics. A clue •S that JP-4 produces about twice the
a methane of JP-7 QFis 7b and Ob)f A plausib1l ex;lanation is that JP-Z is hisly
* brtnched with a high concentration of methyl roups, In pyrolysis, these group-
* fnrm methane. not hdrogen, so that while JP- has a high hydrogen con entrati~

its hydrogen released in pyrolysis is lowL leading to high soot yields..

"Use we dlCealovre of tow pruposal dat. ms tline sposi..icsit idsoittIii by usterisk ill) ae
subjoect t the re.twition al the co.., page fu this pgroosal.'
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C As indicated in Fig. 18, the addition of oxygen also dramatically effects the
4 production of soot. This variation appears to occur because of the increase of the
i pyrolysis rate ill the presence of oxygen. This is expected since oxygen will
0 increase the free radical concentration which controls the pyrolysis rate. It also
4 reduces the available hydrogen. It represents another important variable in
4 Identifying the soot production mechanisms.

4 The mechanisms of soot formation have been discussed by a number of authors (25-27,
V 57-75). An excellent collection of reviews appears in "Soot in Combustion Systems"

S (57• which contain many of the articles referred to herein. Soot formation is
4 considered to be a series of processes which starts with the growth of large
41 molecules (the soot precursors) followed by the nucleation of small particles
4 (larger than 1.5 nm). The small particles grow first by consuming molecular species
0 and by coagulation to sizes of 20 to 100 nm and finally by agglomeration (up to 1000
i nm). There is reasonable agreement that the coagulation can be treated by collision

i * theory as discussed by Prado and co-workers (68,69), and Howard and co-workers (62),
* The major question is the mechanism of large maol'cule formation and particulate
41 nucleation, and whether there are different aths for varaffine and aromatic@.
4 Several features of the nuclation process have been identified. J.s, Howard, J.P,
0 Longwell and co-workers (59,61,65,71,72) have demonstrated that the growth of large
V polycyalic aromatic hydrocbsr one HP)7 many of which are charged, precede the
0 appearance of soot. Howard has discussed possible mechanisms for PAH growth which
0 involve aromatic radicals, unsaturated aliphatics such as acetylene and 11 atoms.
V Calcote (66,67) has argued that radical mechanisms are too slow to explain the rapid
* appearancieoTA1H and that ionic species are present in sufficient quantities, and
v have sufficiently fast reaction rates to be the primary ingredient of soot
V formation. Olasesman and co-workers (25-27) point out that pyrolysis kinetics play a
* dominant role in the sooting tendenciaT7 flames.

' Pyrolysis of hydrocarbon fuels produces small stable species such as methane,
* acetylene and bensene as well as large species. The capture and analysis of the
* large molecules will be particularly important. While these molecules were not
# specifically identified in Phase 1, their presence can be inferred. The data for
10 pyrolysis at 1100C show a loss from total gas species above 50 cm (Fig. go).
v There is no corresponding increase in the soot emission (Figs. 5 and 6) and it is
* likely that the loss of material is going to build heavier molecules not detected by
v FT-IR in the gas phase. A cooled trap will be used to collect this material for
v analysis by FT-ZR, GC and FI14.

in future studies, the relationship between pyrolysis, combustion and soot formation
S should be examined by measuring the gruwth of small pyrolysis products, of large
* molecules and of soot for a variety of fuels and additives (oxygen, hydrogen and
* ions) which affect soot formation.
C
* Correlation of Soot Formation with FT-.R Spectra of Fuels
C
* The methodology for FT-ZR analysis was discussed in Sec. 2.2. The purpose of the
* analysis is to correlate FT-ZR properties with combustion behavior. Vroperties of
t interest include I) the aromaticity and chain length indicator as illustrated in
v Fig. 39c (dodecane has the longest and JP-4 the shortest chains and ERBS is moat
v aromatic). ii) the CII, and CiI wag in Fig. 39b (JP-4 has the highest methyl and
* dodecane the lowest, E•IS ha. •he lowest CIIa puk). iii) the CH3 and CII,, MtreLch in
* Fig. 39a (JP-4 has the higheaL C11 3 and EKIIR the Lowest CII2).

* The higher methyl group concentration for JP-4 is in agreetment with its high math mel'
* yield and high soot production. An indication or hydruozon reltease in pyrolysis may

"Us or isclosau• of Ilth proposal data on lines s*illakIlil Idlestiied by asteSisk (4) are
subjlct o the rbestrlialo so tMe cover pass W this proposal,"
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"V be the CH2 stretch at 2860ccm-. This peak is lower for the JP-4 than the JP-7.
2

* To provide quantitation, an automated curve anaiysis routine is available using
- Pre-selected peak positions and widths to fit liquid fuels. Tra fit for JP-4 In the

QC stretch region iw Illustrated in Fig. 40.

P* Anallsis

* The usasurements by FINS using the batch inlet techniques were discussed in
* Sec. 2.2. In addition to this experiment, a controlled heating experiment was also
* performed for JP-4. In the controlled heating experiment, the fuel is impregnated in
is a porous glats and placed in the Mass Spectrometer at -700C. Spectra rre obtained
4 as the temperature is ramped up to 400C. Figure 41 shows selected spectra for
* JP-4, The technique allows identification of the fuel components a wall as their
t volatility. It appears to be more useful than the batch system.

::2

"U" or dleuleho of the Proparol data Ob klu's arecificlly tdooltlfed bh "teclos (a) are
betihoL to the -tes tJ49148 m 9h cover poS@ of tgh &ropso 1.'
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

* The major objective of this work was to determine how the fuel characteristics
* influence combustion behavior including atomization, vaporization, pyrolysis,
* ignition and soot formation. The Phase I program has demonstrated the effectiveness ....

* of mechanistic studies in a well controlled laboratory reactor with in-situ FT-IR
* diagnostics. It has further demonstrated the usefulness of using FT-IR and 7)MS to
* characterize the initial fuel and follow changes during vaporization and pyrolysis.
* Apply ing these techniques in Phase I has allowed identification of the "hydrooen
* release potential" of fuel as 9o Tiblyhe most i.mortant factor affocting soot
* formation. The affect of low concentration of oxygen in increasing soot has also
* been demonstrated. Mechanistic studies should proceed to elucidate the fundamental
* mechanisms, the role of hydrogen (in soot supression), and the role of oxygen (in
* soot enhancement and oxidation) and should also extend the studies to conditions
* closer to combustion in a jet engine. The following questions raised in Phase I
* should be addressed.

* The interesting observation that soot formation in pyrolysis appears to
* depend on the H2 released from ýhe fuel in pyrolysis must be investigated
, to quantify the result and determine whether it applies for oxidative
, conditions and high pressures.

, If H2 released during pyrolysis is the chief factor controlling soot
, formation, correlations must be developed to predict H2 released using
, fuel characteristics and combustion conditions. Also, what does this
, result tell us about the soot formation process?

* * The increase in soot production with oxygen will have to be investigated
, to determine the mechanisms and fit it into the model for pyrolysis and .
, soot production.

I Several changes in experimental techniques are needed tc improve the
, mechanistic studies. Variations in droplet size and droplet collisions
, were observed using a vibrating tube droplet generator. An improved
* piezoelectric droplet generator to provide more regular droplet sizes and
* wider spacing should be employed for the additional mechanistic studies.
* The in-situ emission and transmission measurements were subject to

* * variation caused by variations in flow homogeneity. A better controlled
*i * flow in front of the optical window should be provided.
i *

'I The gas phase reaction model has been developed for cracking reactions
* with hydrocarbon radicals only. Further work is needed to optimize the
* reactton kinetics, add oxygen containing radicals and expand the model to
4 describe large molecule building which occurs in soot formation.

, e Fuel composition variations were observed during vaporization. The
, results suggest that component separation falls between the extremes
, expected for complete mixing and equilibrium distillation. To provide an
* adequate test of drop vaporization theories, experiments must be performed
* as a function of relative drop velocity.

* The experiments at one atmosphere must be extended to characterize the
* behavior at typical engine pressures.
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